Recitative (Silenus): Peace! The rock will quickly ope

SILENUS Peace! The rock will quickly ope:
Soon you shall enjoy your hope.

*Rock opens, and discovers the west front
of St George's Chapel, at Windsor,
with brilliant decorations; before the gates
two SLYVANS, armed with their clubs, and
drest in leaves, asleep.*

9. For the entrance of the sylvans
10. Chacoon

Orch.

Presto

Amoroso

[Orchestra]
9. For the entrance of the sylvans
10. Chacoon
Obs 1 & 2

Peace! The rock will quickly ope:

Soon you shall enjoy your hope.

Rock opens, and discovers the west-front of St. George's Chapel, at Windsor; with brilliant decorations; before the gates two SLYVANS, armed with their clubs, and drest in leaves, asleep.*

"The rock immediately opens, and discovers the west-front of St. George's chapel at Windsor. This scene is decorated with a pleasing representation of a figure, intended, as we imagine, for the Genius of England, enveloped [sic] with clouds, displaying the ensigns of the three orders, Garter, Thistle, and Bath. Before the gate lie two Sylvans, armed with their clubs, and drest in leaves, asleep": General Evening Post, 15 November 1771.
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